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Abstract—Virtual Data Centre (VDC) solutions provide an
environment that is able to quickly scale-up and where virtual
machines and network resources can be quickly added ondemand through self-service procedures. VDC providers must
support multiple simultaneous tenants with isolated networks on
the same physical substrate. The provider must make efficient
use of their available physical resources whilst providing high
bandwidth and low-latency connections to tenants with a variety
of VDC configurations. This paper utilises state of the art
optical network elements to provide high bandwidth optical
interconnections and develop an VDC architecture to slice the
network and the compute resources dynamically, to efficiently
divide the physical network between tenants.
We present a Data Centre Virtualisation architecture with an
SDN-controlled all-optical data plane combining Optical Circuit
Switching (OCS) and Time Shared Optical Network (TSON).
Developed network orchestration dynamically translates and
provisions VDCs requests onto the optical physical layer. The
experimental results show the provisioned bandwidth can be
varied by adjusting the number of time slots allocated in the TDM
network. These results lead to recommendations for provisioning
TDM connections with different performance characteristics.
Moreover, application level optical switch reconfiguration time
is also evaluated to fully understand the impact on application
performance in VDC provision. The experimental demonstration
confirmed the developed VDC approach introduces negligible
delay and complexity on the network side.
Index Terms—Virtual Data Centre; Optical Circuit Switching;
Time Shared Optical Network; Multiplexing; Multi-Core Fibre;
Software Defined Networking.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

EVELOPMENTS of worldwide Internet applications,
big data and Internet of things (IoT) have been driving
deployments of large-scale cloud data centers (DC), to further
reduce the capital expenditure (CapEx) and operating expenses
(OPEX) of DCs. According to the Cisco global cloud index
2016 [1], around 68 percent of cloud workloads will be carried
in public cloud DCs by 2020 and more hyperscale DCs will be
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built. The hyperscale DCs offer massive computing resource
and require more flexible and efficient network resource managements.
Data center virtualisation has been explored intensively to
enable multi-tenant DCs in an on-demand manner [2]–[4].
Starting from simple server and storage virtualisations, DC
industry is exploring DC virtualisations beyonds in application
delivery, security abstraction, and network virtualisation for
new avenues. A full data center network (DCN) virtualisation
is highly desired to achieve flexible customisations of the
Virtual DCs. Therefore, each tenant with heterogeneous bandwidth and topology requirements could be allocated an isolated
slice of the underlying physical networking infrastructure.
DC virtualisation offers a highly configurable, scalable and
fully automated Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) method to
manage computing, networking and storage resources in DCs.
Recently, the emerged software-defined networking (SDN)
and network function virtualisation (NFV) enable DC virtualisation to offer virtualised I/O, virtual desktop, unified
communication virtualisation and so on [5], [6]. However,
most studies focus on the traditional packet-based DC network
architectures [7], [8]. A worth-noting trend is that optical
switching technology will play a significant role for future
hyperscale data centers [9], [10]. Optical circuit switching
(OCS) and optical packet switching (OPS) technologies have
been adopted incorporating the traditional electrical packet
switching technology to offer the hybrid DC architectures [11],
[12]. The diverse switching granularities from packets to
circuits provide flexible bandwidth provisions [13], and on
the other side rise more challenges for DC virtualisation. The
unavailability of optical buffers leverages the difficulty to control, configure and slice the high bandwidth and low latency
optical interconnects [14]. [15] presents the orchestration and
control architecture for VDC provisioning in multi-technology
optical DCNs, essentially OCS and OPS. However, the paper
main focus is in the network side of the provisioning, whereas
in [16] the more dynamic scenario has been proposed by
considering VM allocation, but not with specific computing
resources. More recently, in [17], dynamic provision of both
network and IT resource over geographically distributed data
centers have been proposed to reduce operational expenses by
consolidating virtual machines to maintain high CPU usage
on the active servers.
This work is an extension of a previous work [18], where
DC virtualisation with FPGA-based optical time-division mul-
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tiplexing (TDM) has been introduced but does not address
detailed VDC provisioning of all-optical DCN virtualisation
with TDM/PCS/SDM scheme. This work presents a fully
DCN virtualisation implementation over an SDN enabled alloptical DCN architecture, including both the software implementation and the experimental demonstration. A detailed
VDC provisioning strategy and implementation are elaborated
based on the developed OpenStack platform on our proposed
all-optical DC architecture. In addition, Orchestration module and the SDN controller module are also developed to
support the VDC implementation. The proposed all-optical
DCN architecture is also explained as the base to support the
virtualisation, to achieve flexible bandwidth provisions for the
highly dynamic network traffic within the DCN. Moreover,
the proposed architecture adopts both the optical TDM and
the space-division multiplexing (SDM) in addition to the OCS
technology. We have also added the performance of the lowlevel interconnection between the OpenStack compute nodes
and optical devices with the traffic routing through a largeport-count fiber switch (LPFS) or OCS using OpenVSwitch.
Furthermore, this paper also presents extended experimental
setup using Hollow Core Fibres (HCFs) in the TDM data plane
to show the impact of TDM scheme.
Here, the TDM network is achieved based on time-shared
optical network (TSON) [19]. A beam-steering 2x2 4-core
multi-core fibre (MCF) switch and the LPFS are deployed
jointly to offer SDM with different granularities. The implemented DCN architecture employs the OpenDaylight SDN
controller to provide the SDN-enabled DCN. SDN control of
all network elements in this design provides a high degree
of flexibility to support multi-tenancy. Meanwhile, a DC
virtualisation architecture is proposed and implemented based
on OpenStack platform to create and deploy the VDCs over the
designed DCN. The virtualisation architecture enables a fine
granular control of bandwidth and high connectivity provided
by the optical network layer.
Finally, the DC virtualisation architecture is verified experimentally on the developed optical testbed with a scalable
physical layout, custom software modules, and the protocols
developed to support the interfacing between the modules and
the optical network devices. The detailed implementation of
a fully software stack is reported including the orchestrator
and the OpenFlow agents, which enable the provision of
VDC instances over the novel optical data layer, that contains
TSON and OCS elements. The intelligent orchestration layer
dynamically provisions TDM slices or optical circuits to meet
heterogeneous VDC bandwidth requirements on-demand. The
performance of the DC virtualisation architecture is evaluated
by comparing the link latency and the configuration time with
SMFs or HCFs. The experimental demonstration confirmed
the developed VDC approach introduces negligible delay and
complexity on the network side.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides overall VDC provisioning architecture. Section III
describes experimental setup and results. Finally, Section IV
concludes the paper.
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II. VDC

PROVISIONING

A RCHITECTURE

The VDC provisioning architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It
consists of compute server nodes and one control node. The
architecture utilises state of the art optical network elements to
efficiently offer the physical network to multiple simultaneous
tenants by slicing both computing and network resources.
Each computing rack consists of three servers. An OpenStack
compute virtual machine (VM) is deployed in each server, and
is interfaced with both an optical time division multiplexing
(OTDM) device and a high-radix Polatis LPFS switch. These
two interfaces are referred to as the TSON and OCS networks
respectively. Here, the LPFS is used to provide isolated optical
circuits between servers, while the TDM network ensures that
full connectivity can be maintained between servers within a
rack.
The Data Plane consists of an LPFS-based OCS, above
which the beam-steering 2x2 4-core MCF switch sits [10]. The
MCF device offers a 300% increase in fibre capacity over the
single-mode fibre (SMF) based device. Here, the MCF switch
is used for inter-DC traffic. The two layers of OCS, combining
with SMF and MCF devices (each controlled via SDN), enable the flat DCN architecture with multi-granularities optical
switching solutions. Additionally, there is a 4x4 optical fast
switch (OXS) supporting broadcast with an FPGA controller
that enables TDM switching and serves as a top of rack
switch (TOR). Compute and storage nodes are interfaced
to optical TDM using FPGA-based TDM Network Interface
Cards (NICs) [9]. All the devices in the testbed are controlled
via SDN. The fully SDN-controlled and orchestrated TSON
and OCS dataplane enables granular bandwidth provisioning.
Alongside MCF switching for inter-DC connectivity, there is
a range of dataplane components to meet varied data path
requirements.
The control node hosts VMs for the OpenStack controller
and the SDN controller. It is connected to the compute
nodes via an Electronic Packet Switched (EPS) management
network. The two optical data networks enable flexible optical
network provisioning to meet a variety of tenant requirements.
The bespoke software modules deployed in this architecture
are basically classified into two different lists, one for the
orchestration and the second list corresponds to the SDN controller extension modules. The orchestration related modules
are summarised as follows:
•

•

The dashboard is a web-based graphical interface, based
on extensions to the OpenStack dashboard, to request the
provisioning of VDC instances.
VDC algorithms module present in the orchestration layer
is an important part for the vertical integration of the data
plane and the control/management software as well as
the whole VDC service provisioning. For a given VDC
request, the algorithm module determines the mapping
of the virtual machines and the corresponding virtual
links that interconnect multiple virtual machines onto
physical optical network node resources. To perform such
action, the algorithms first receive a VDC petition coming
from the OpenStack dashboard in the form of a Java
Script Object Notation (JSON) file, which specifies the
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Fig. 1. Architecture and control flow for VDC provisioning.

virtual topology of the VDC as well as the desired
resources for both VMs and virtual links interconnecting
them. Upon reception of the VDC request, the algorithm module collects resource availability regarding the
servers and the optical resources from both OpenStack
services and ODL controller. With such information and
the details of the VDC request, the algorithm try to
find the most suitable mapping of virtual resources onto
physical ones. The algorithm is implemented based on
the authors’ previous work on the mapping algorithm
for pure OCS network [16], by expanding it to the
hybrid TDM/OCS network. The OCS and TDM-based
network resources requires the algorithm to choose the
most suitable technology to realise the virtual links. Thus,
we will detail the additional steps in this regard. For each
virtual link, the required bandwidth is checked against the
maximum capacity available through TDM connections.
If the capacity is equal or lower, a TDM-based optical
connection is provisioned for the virtual link. Otherwise,
an OCS connection will be configured. For the first case,
the number of TDM slots to fulfill the desired bandwidth is computed. Once found, a shortest path routing
mechanism will run to find the optical path, constrained
to TDM resources. Then, TDM slots are assigned in a
first-fit fashion, guaranteeing both that assigned slots are
free in the end-to-end route (slot continuity) and they can
be assigned next to each other in the time domain (slot
contiguity). If enough available slots meet these criteria,
the connection is materialised. Otherwise, OCS resources
may be employed as alternative. For the case of OCS
resources, the algorithm checks if enough bandwidth is
available at the optical channel to be employed. If so,
a wavelength is assigned, following a first-fit procedure,
with routing following a shortest-path routing, now constrained to OCS resources. If enough available resources
are found, the connection is materialised. Otherwise, the
virtual link request is blocked and so is the VDC request,
since all virtual links must be allocated to successfully
satisfy the VDC. The procedure is summarised in pseudocode of algorithm 1.
Additionally, it determines several logical instances (IP
network, sub-network and ports) necessary to enable
traffic exchange along the VDC instance. To enforce the
mapping of the virtual machines and the creation of the

Algorithm 1 Actions for mapping virtual topology to the
underlying physical resources
1: init
2: BT : Maximum bandwidth of TDM connection
3: BR : The requested connection bandwidth
4: BO : Maximum optical bandwidth
5: end init
6: Actions
7: if BR <= BT then
8:
Compute TDM slots (S) required to fulfil the BR
9:
if enough slots remaining on TDM connection and
slot continuity and contiguity across the optical path
is guaranteed then
10:
Allocate
11:
else if insufficient slots then
12:
Allocate optical channel
13:
end if
14: else if BR > BT then
15:
Allocate optical channel
16: else if BR > BO then
17:
The requested connection bandwidth cannot fulfil!
18: end if
19: end Actions

logical resources, it interacts with the core orchestrator
services thanks to the OpenStack Heat service. On the
other hand, to enforce the physical network connectivity
at the data plane, it interacts with the Optical Provisioning
Manager (OPM) at the SDN controller to pass down
the details of the route and the timeslots in the case
that TDM technology is needed. The algorithm module
has been extended to cope with the presence of new
types of optical nodes in the topology (fast switch and
optical NIC) as well as the server OVS nodes. Moreover,
it has been extended to determine which is the most
suitable technology, either fibre switching or TDM, to
be employed to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of
the virtual links. For the case of TDM, the algorithm
module, besides the physical route and the necessary
timeslots, also determines the particular VLAN to be
employed when encapsulating the traffic of the virtual
links. Thus, the optical NIC maps traffic onto a particular
set of timeslots based on the VLAN tag of the said traffic.
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Furthermore, the algorithms module triggers the creation
of the stack (i.e., the collection of virtual resources, such
as IP network and VMs) by contacting the Heat module of
OpenStack, passing down a standard template containing
the details of the resources to be deployed. The template
sent from the algorithms contains both the VM placement
and the IP network configuration of the VDC. Hence, the
VM related information is used by the Nova module of
the Orchestrator to deploy the IT infrastructure, and the
network information is sent to the Controller by means of
the Neutron module. The Controller receives the network
creation request in its own Neutron module and forwards
it to the Virtual tenant Network (VTN) module, which
is the responsible for creating the IP network associated
to the VDC and the virtual links that will interconnect
the VMs. The orchestrator interaction with the SDN
controller is described in [20].

4

level interface between the ODL and the OF protocol.
It is responsible for the (de-)serialisation of OpenFlow
messages. Serialisation provides the function to translate
the high-level MD-SAL Java objects to bytes.
OpenDaylight Lithium (ODL) was enhanced with a number of novel extensions to support communications with the
optical data plane elements. The OpenFlow (OF) protocol
was extended to support the TSON and OCS devices. The
extension includes the definition and modelling of the TDM
scheme, as well as the development of TSON OF agents for
the OXS and the FPGA NIC. The extensions of the protocol
enabled the provisioning of optical resources in the data plane
in combination with the orchestration layer.

A number of extensions were implemented for building the
southbound interface of the SDN controller, which enables
the inter-operability between the controller and the TMD data
layer. The orchestrator and its extension algorithm module
were also developed at the northbound. All the SDN controller
extensions are briefly summarised as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

•

An Optical Provisioning Manager software module coordinates the provisioning of DCN connections were
implemented, which is based on the network paths computed by the algorithms. In our experimental scenario,
the Optical Provisioning Manager is responsible for the
configuration of (i) OVS instances in the hosts, (ii) optical
NICs, (iii) the OXS TDM switch and (iv) the Polatis
switch.
Topology Manager software module is used to construct
the DCN topology based on the advertisement of the data
plane devices. Also, the topology manager is extended to
support optical NICs and OXS TDM switches.
Virtual Tenant Network modules handle the requests
of virtual networks creation associated to a VDC. In
particular, the Neutron module interfaces the orchestrator
and the SDN controller, while the VTN configures the
OVS instances of the compute nodes in the VDC to
provide connectivities at L2/L3 levels.
Optical Resource Virtualisation Manager software module is responsible for the virtualisation of optical devices;
it mediates between the requests received from the orchestrator (through the Neutron and VTN modules) and
the requests of DCN connections issued to the Optical
Provisioning Manager.
OpenFlow Plugin module provides a layer of abstraction
between the OpenFlow Java module and the model driven
service abstraction layer (MD-SAL) components of the
OpenDaylight Lithium (ODL). For example, it abstracts
away OpenFlow versions to present a unified OpenFlow
switch model above, hiding the detailed implementation
changes between versions. It also provides inventory
information to the controller with statistics on device
flows and ports.
OpenFlow Java (OpenFlow Library) provides the lowest

Fig. 2. TDM multiplexing on the FPGA TDM NIC based on VLAN ID

The orchestrator is an extended OpenStack (OSK) platform,
in conjunction with an extended algorithms module to deploy
VDCs onto the considered data plane architecture. The key
upgrade to the algorithms module was to enable the selective
allocation of TDM slices of complete circuits, depending on
the requested bandwidth. The TDM scheme has configurable
timeslot periods from 1-10 µs, with the number of timeslots
configurable from 4-96. When a VDC is configured, the
bandwidth requirements of VMs are translated to the physical
layer requirements used in Fig. 2. Based on VLAN IDs, the
TDM multiplexing on the FPGA TDM NIC can configure
both the mapping between the OXS input and the output, and
the timeslots a TDM NIC may transmit. This is because, to
multiplex the TDM slice, the FPGA NIC can only match on
the VLAN ID, while not performing the desired matching
of source-destination MAC addresses for a VDC network.
Therefore, in Fig. 2, the compute OVS instances map VM
sources and destination MAC addresses to VLANs so that
each NIC can divide the allocated timeslots between different
VNCs.
In Fig. 3, to optimise the provisioning of optical resources,
a novel algorithm is used to translate tenants bandwidth
requirements into the request for TDM slots or an optical
circuit. This is an extended version of the previously characterised DC infrastructure [21]. In addition, the new algorithms
module developed specifically for this architecture determines
several logical instances (IP network, sub-network and ports)
necessary to enable traffic exchange along the VDC instance
as shown in Fig. 3. To map the VMs and create the logical
resources, it interacts with the core orchestrator services via
the OpenStack Heat service. As well as the physical route
and the necessary timeslots, it also determines the particular
VLAN to be employed when encapsulating the traffic of each
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Fig. 3. Actions of the OVS instances on the OpenStack compute nodes to
enable selective optical data plane usage

virtual link.

Fig. 4. Actions of the proposed algorithms module to allocate different data
plane resources based on bandwidth request

When data enters the OVS at the source compute node,
they are uniquely identified by the Source-Destination MAC
addresses, and a VLAN ID is added to the packet header. This
producer allows the TDM NIC to multiplex the incoming flows
determined by the orchestration layer. When the multiplexed
data arrives at the destination compute node, the VLAN ID
is stripped (as shown in Fig. 4), and the packets again are
forwarded by the associated MAC address. The flows to carry
out these actions are calculated by the orchestrator and are
programmed via ODL. The 96 timeslot granularity in this
configuration allows the provisioning of virtual connections
from 84 Mbps to 8.6 Gbps. This arrangement also creates the
possibility to adapt dynamic circuit provisioning to bursts in
traffic [22].
III. E XPERIMENT R ESULTS
A. VDC Experimental Setup
Figure. 5 illustrates the VDC experimental setup with respect to the architecture depicted in Fig. 1. The experimental
setup utilises high-port count fibre switching devices, an
optical TDM fast switch that performs the function of the
delayed Venture fast switch, FPGA TDM NICs and MCF 4core fibre switch.

5

The hardware control plane and the data plane are fully
compatible with the extended ODL SDN controller for
COSIGN project [23]. In addition, the extended ODL can
be used by the extended OpenStack-based orchestration and
control layers, in order to provision VDCs with dedicated
optical circuits for achieving higher bandwidth requirements
(>5 Gbps) as well as the varied lower-requirement TDM
bandwidths (<5 Gbps). However, by varying the number of
TDM slots assigned to a flow, sub-wavelength bandwidth
division is also exploited in this experimental setup.
Figure. 5 also displays the location of various software entities deployed to enable the extended OpenStack orchestrator.
The control node hosts a VM for the ODL and the OpenStack
control instances individually. Each compute node contains a
OpenStack compute VM. An OVS instance on the host enables
the selective forwarding of flows to TDM or OCS paths. The
use of a MCF switch above the LPFS enables the selection
of the source and destination for the cores grouped within
the fibres, adding a higher degree of flexibility. The MCF
switching is intended to provide a high-bandwidth inter-data
centre connectivity. For the purposes of experimentation, the
MCF switch is fully connected to the LPFS.
The deployment of the VDC orchestrator and SDN controller for this setup uses two VMs running in a single physical
server. The SDN controller is based on the OpenDaylight
(extended), while the cloud orchestrator is based on the
OpenStack controller (extended). In this particular setup, the
Devstack based distribution of OpenStack has been adopted for
the VDC deployment. The whole VDC infrastructure includes
three OpenStack compute nodes, deployed as VMs, each of
them running in a dedicated physical server with a TDM
optical NIC connecting to the OXS TDM switch and a 10Gb
NIC connecting to the LPFS (Polatis) switch. The connectivity
between compute node and NICs on each physical server is
mediated through an instance of Open Virtual Switch (OVS)
running in the host, with bindings between the virtual bridge
ports and the corresponding ports on the compute node VM
and the physical NICs respectively as shown in Fig. 7.
Figure. 6 provides some insights about VDC resource
configuration from both the orchestration and SDN-based
controller. Figure. 6 shows the format of a VDC request as
well as an example of server and optical path configuration as
results of the VDC allocation algorithm to be enforced towards
the data plane.
The VDC request takes the form of the JSON file, which
includes a tree structure of the resources requested by the
VDC tenant from the orchestrator dashboard. In essence, it
is composed by a collection of virtual node objects identifying the VM flavor to be deployed (i.e., the VM computing
resources (CPUs, memory and storage)) as specified within
OpenStack as well as the virtual links interconnecting the
stated VMs, specifying the desired bandwidth in Mb/s. A
Unique Universal Identifier (UUID) number following the
OpenStack nomenclature is tied to each object as well as to
the tenant requesting the VDC to enable their identification
within the system.
The classification of the traffic in output from the physical
servers is based on VLANs at the optical TDM NICs and on
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Fig. 5. VDC Experimental Setup Configuration

Fig. 6. VDC request format

Fig. 7. Traffic Classification

the input port at the LPFS. Since OpenStack is configured with
the flat network type, the traffic generated from the VMs and
exiting from the OpenStack compute nodes is not tagged. For
this reason, its classification at the OVS instances in the hosts
is based on destination MAC addresses. In order to enable the
proper classification of the traffic routing through the TDM
path and in ingress to the optical NIC, a VLAN-based tagging

is performed at the OVS instances in the physical servers. The
selection of the VLAN ID is decided by the VDC algorithms
module in the cloud orchestrator, while the actual tagging
and un-tagging is performed through OF actions defined in
the rules configured by the SDN controller. The traffic routed
through the LPFS or OCS based path is simply forwarded to
the corresponding OVS output port and exits from the NIC
connected to the LPFS switch without any change as shown
in Fig. 7.
At the software level, both the orchestrator and ODL are
deployed with the features developed for the VDC use case
and with the plugins and algorithms required to operate over an
heterogeneous DCN with includes L2 switches (represented by
the OVS instances in the servers hosting the compute nodes),
optical NICs, TDM-based switches and LPFS switches. The
interaction between ODL and the data plane is based on the OF
protocol. On the controller side, this is handled by an extended
version of the OpenFlow plugin. In particular, the standard
OpenFlow protocol is used for the configuration of the OVS
instances, while support for fibre switching cross-connections
and TDM-based resource allocation has been added for LPFS
switches and optical NICs/OXS switches respectively.
Once the algorithms have calculated the most suitable resource mapping for the VDC (servers and optical connections),
the desired configuration is enforced towards the data plane.
In this regard, the process is mainly divided in two steps. First,
the algorithms create a Heat Orchestration Template (HOT) file
including all the resources (known as stack) to be deployed
within OpenStack to satisfy the computational capabilities of
the VDC as well as the creation of the IP network to enable
data exchanges between VMs. In such template, it is possible
to state the server in which a VM has to be deployed, passing
as parameter the name/identifier of the server as tracked by
OpenStack. In this way, the mapping of the VMs following the
computations of the algorithms module is enforced. Figure. 8
depicts a wireshark capture showing an example of a HOT
file resulting from the output of the algorithms module. This
template is then processed by OpenStack services, which
will result in the deployment of VMs onto servers and the
configuration of the Layer3 IP network.
Second, to enable the data plane connectivity between
servers, the algorithm module also passes the details of the
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Fig. 8. Example of HOT file for VDC stack configuration

Fig. 9. Route details as passed by the Orchestrator to ODL controller for OCS (left) and TDM-based (right) optical technologies

route to be configured towards the ODL controller, that is,
the sequence of optical links/ports to be configured, with the
details of the TDM slots and the VLAN identifier to also
be configured if the optical path requires to be configurator
through TDM resources. These details are passed in the
form of a JSON file towards the Path Computation Manager
(PCM) at ODL, which will then translate them into concrete
OpenFlow rules to be created at the corresponding optical
nodes. Figure. 9 depicts a wireshark capture exemplifying the
details of both types of considered routes: OCS (left) and
TDM-based (right).
The performance of the circuit component of the data
plane (the direct connections to the first layer LPFS) is well
understood, providing a full 10 Gbps capacity and has been
previously characterised and studied. Our testing was made
up of the following components: (i) The TDM data plane was
tested to establish throughput and latency characteristics for
different TDM hardware configurations and software TDM
slice (effectively bandwidth) allocations and allocation patterns. (ii) The effects of using Hollow Core Fibre (HCF) in
the TDM data plane were investigated. (iii) The applicationlevel reconfiguration latencies of the TDM switch and MCF
switches were established.
B. Contiguous and interleaved timeslot allocation schemes
This section presents performance evaluation of TDM networks by considering Contiguous and Interleaved timeslot
allocation schemes. The performance of the TDM network
was measured in terms of throughput and latency against
allocated timeslots. As shown in Fig 5, the latency and
throughput measurements are performed between the VM
compute node 1 at server 1 (source) and the VM compute
node 2 at server 2 (destination). The average value of latency
and throughput measurements were obtained for considering
ten passes. Figure. 10(a) demonstrate a sustainable maximum

data rate of up to 8.6 Gbps. As can be observed better
throughput can be achieved with interleaved (or distributed)
timeslots allocations. This is because interleaving scheme
reduces the maximum delay between data transmissions. It is
therefore recommended to avoid contiguous allocation for best
performance. Similarly, Fig. 10(b) illustrates the maximum,
minimum and mean latency measurements as function of allocated timeslots. The obtained maximum, minimum and mean
latency measurements converge as timeslots increases because
the largest gap between transmission timeslots reduces. The
interleaved minimum is greater because unlike contiguous,
there is always a no-transmit timeslot between transmissions.
C. HCF vs. SMF
Hollow Core Fibre (HCF) Photonic Band-Gap Fibre offers
a 30% reduction in propagation delay when compared to
Single Mode Fibre (SMF) [24]. The nature of TDM imposes
relatively high latency on data transmission, due to the time
taken to serialise data into a TDM frame slot which can be
compensated using low propagation fibre. Hence, we aim to
explore the extent to which the lower propagation delay of
HCF affects the behaviour of the TDM network in terms of
both throughput and latency. Figure 11 shows the experimental
setup evaluation to compare HCF and SMF connections with
FGPA TDM NIC cards. We connected two servers using
FPGA TDM NICs and two standard optical NICs to evaluate
the impact of HCF on the optical TDM plane. The two servers
are not represented in the figure as they are racked servers but
the setup of two servers are similar to one it is shown in Fig 7.
The standard NICs can be recognised by the operating system
(OS) and enable application-layer traffic to be transmitted over
the TDM network.
We measure throughput and latency of the TDM connection with a range of slot allocations and patterns with both
SMF and HCF. We used 100m of SMF vs 100m of HCF
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TABLE I
L ATENCIES FOR THE VARIOUS COMPONENTS IN THE TDM EXPERIMENTS .

Propagation delay
Latency over 10m fibre
Latency over 100m fibre
Latency over NIC-NIC
direct connection without TDM with 100m fibre
Average latency with TDM over 100m fibre
(maximum bandwidth)
Minimum latency with TDM over 100m fibre
(maximum bandwidth)
Maximum latency with TDM over 100m fibre
(maximum bandwidth)

SMF
5 ns/m
50ns
500ns

HC-PBGF
3.5 ns/m
35ns
350+5ns1

8140ns

8030ns

50036ns

41664ns

41427ns

34162ns

57153ns

48540ns

(a) Throughput.

(b) Latency.
Fig. 10. Throughput and Latency measurements for contiguous and interleaved allocated timeslots.

Fig. 11. Experimental setup for comparing HCF and SMF performance in
the TDM-based data plane.

on the TDM NIC. The bandwidth of the TDM network is
configurable at the hardware layer by altering the ratio of real
data transmitted to key characters and so we obtain results for
different bandwidths. In addition, the TDM scheme exposed
to the application layer enables provisioning of fractions of
the hardware-configured bandwidth. As show in the Fig. 11,
Anritsu traffic analyzers (MD1230B) were used to configure
the different TDM slot allocations.
The TDM scheme allows a variable number of slots to be
utilised for transmission. With the optimal configuration the

peak throughput attainable is 8.6 Gbps. To establish if the
lower latency of HCF could affect the timeslot-to-throughput
settings, we measured the bandwidth over the 96 possible
timeslots with IP traffic. A fibre length of 100 m was used
for each plus a 1 m patch fibre APC to LC conversion for
the SFP+ connection. The test configurations are shown in
Table. I.
As can be observed in Fig. 12(a) there is no noticeable effect
on throughput when using the HCF. Each allows the TDM connection to achieve the maximum theoretical throughput when
the full timeslot allocation is used. Using HCF should offer
improvements in latency characteristics. As TDM schemes
incur additional latency when slicing data into timeslots, it
is possible that HCF can help alleviate some of this latency
penalty. Again we took multiple measurements with different
timeslot allocations. The maximum, minimum and average
latencies are presented.
As can be observed from Fig. 12(b) HCF exhibits lower
maximum, minimum and average latencies. The nearly flat
results at 96 timeslots are caused because all transmit timeslots
are full. The other timeslot allocations have several slots during
which no data is transmitted, incurring a latency penalty.
However, the data in Table. I shows us that even with 100m of
fibre, by far the largest component of latency is contributed by
the buffering and logic of the FPGA TDM NIC. We observe
the greatest percentage latency saving when all timeslots are
utilised, this is because we have removed another source of
latency-a timeslot in which data is not transmitted.
We attempted to improve on the previous performance measurements. It is clear from the Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 12(b) that
when all timeslots are utilized the latency behavior changes
significantly and that empty (no-transmit) timeslots contribute
a significant fraction of latency. Therefore, we repeated our
experiments by interleaving timeslots instead of allocating
them in a contiguous block. In the experiment this means that
only half the slots can be utilized, but two or more applications
could run concurrently with interleaved timeslots provisioned
by the orchestration layer.
For the same number of timeslots, we show the change
in throughput when using interleaved instead of contiguous
allocation in Fig. 13(a) It is clear that identical throughput
increases can be obtained regardless of the fibre type. Therefore, the latency of the link does not affect the throughput of
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(a) Throughput.
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(a) Throughput improvement.

(b) Latency improvement.
(b) Latency.
Fig. 12. Throughput and Latency measurements for HCF and SMF fibre with
different timeslot allocations.

the TDM scheme. However, we examine the latency changes
also. From the Fig. 12(b), we would expect that change in
latency will differ for the different fibre types. In Fig. 13(b)
we observe improvements in average latency readings across
the spectrum of timeslots. The allocated timeslots occupy a
greater area of the TDM frame, thus reducing average latency.
However, overall the average latency improvements are greater
for SMF than HCF.
A switching latency of the MCF was measured at application level. Using a ping-flood method we attempted to determine the effective reconfiguration time from an application
perspective. Figure. 14 shows the successful evaluation switch
reconfiguration by (un)install of flow. The switch reconfiguration time is defined as the time elapsing between the last
address resolution packet (ARP) request and the detection of
the corresponding ARP response message. The switch reconfiguration time is measured the mean reconfiguration time of
the MCF switch over five iterations as 121µs. In addition, the
switching latency of the OXS was measured at both the circuit
and application level. The time taken to switch an input from
one output to another was measured electronically as 25ns at
the circuit level [25]. Similarly, the OXS switching time using
a ping-flood method to determine the effective reconfiguration

Fig. 13. Throughput and Latency using interleaved timeslots allocations.

time from an application perspective is measured. The mean
value was measured over five reconfigurations includes the
end-to-end buffering and serialisation for the TSON scheme
at 38.7µs. The detailed description of frame exchange between
the Agent and the FPGA controller while (un)installing flow
frames is described in [26].

Fig. 14. Application Level MCF Switching Time

Compared to the same measurement with the NIC in Ethernet mode of 8.3 µs, we identify an overhead of 30.1 µs [27]
when using the extra buffering, logic and negotiation (key
characters) involved in the TSON implementation. These
results demonstrate that circuit-level measurements alone are
insufficient to understand the performance impact of reconfiguration on the software network stack.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the VDC provisioning scheme was successfully implemented on the all-optical data plane capable of
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provisioning circuit connections based either on TDM- or
full fibre connections. The approach to building the optical
data plane holds a significant promise when size and energy
consumption prevents scaling up using legacy approaches. A
complete software stack from orchestrator-to-OpenFlow agents
to enable VDCs on an all-optical data layer is successfully
demonstrated. Circuit and TSON switching are combined
to offer flexible and granular bandwidth provisioning. Our
results allow us to make recommendations for provisioning
TDM connections with different performance characteristics.
Inter-DC traffic or very high bandwidth inter-cluster traffic
is supported with a MCF switch connected to the high-radix
LPFS backplane. We compared circuit-level switch reconfiguration time with that observed from the application level and
notice a significant increase. This demonstrates that signallevel measurements alone are insufficient for VDC architects
and providers to fully understand the impact on application
performance of optical switch reconfiguration times. The measured reconfiguration times at these different levels differ by
orders of magnitude.
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